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Abstract

The time derivatives of speech energy, such as the delta and
the delta-delta log energy, have been known as critical
features for automatic speech recognition (ASR). However,
their discriminative ability in lower signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) could be limited or even becomes harmful because of
the corruption of energy contour. By taking the advantage of
the spectral characteristic of in-car noise, the speech energy
contour is extracted from the high-pass filtered signal so as
to reduce the distortion in the delta energy. Such filtering
can be implemented by using a pre-emphasis-like filter or a
summation of higher frequency band energies. A Chinese
name recognition task is conducted to evaluate the proposed
method by using real in-car speech and artificially generated
one as the test data. As shown in the experimental results,
the method is capable of improving the recognition accuracy
of in-car speech in lower SNR as well as of the clean speech.

1. Introduction

Automatic speech recognition in the car has received a lot of
attention to improve the safety of driving in the recent years.
Since the noise level is high in the car cabin, the accuracy of
in-car speech recognition still need many efforts to improve
it. Recently, many studies have been devoted to the topic of
noisy speech recognition [1]. These studies can be grossly
classified into two categories; the spectral enhancement
based and the speech model compensation based algorithms
[2][3]. The former removes the noise spectrum from the
input signal, while the latter adapts the speech models to
match the environmental condition. In both categories of the
algorithms, the robustness of ASR can be improved by
processing the spectrum related features or models, such as
mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCCs), cepstral
means or variances, etc.. Besides of the spectrum related
features, the frame energy derived features are often adopted
as a part of a feature vector as well [4]. In fact, according to
the discriminative analysis of speech feature in [5], the
energy derived features such as the delta and the delta-delta
log energy are the most critical parameters than the spectrum
based features for pattern discrimination. The delta
parameters, also termed as the dynamic features, describe
the variation rate of the energy contour with respective to
time. However, in lower SNR conditions, the shape of
speech energy contour is seriously distorted so that the delta
energy parameters may fail to describe the speech signal.
Such lower SNR condition is quite general for the in-car
environment because the input signals are often received in
a far talking manner. Since the major energy of the in-car
noise is concentrated in lower frequency band, the spectral
distortion is not so serious as the energy contour distortion.
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ore, the use of the distorted delta energy will be no
 proper for in-car speech recognition.

this paper, we compute the delta energy parameters
 high-pass filtered signal to improve the recognition
cy of in-car speech. The spectral characteristic of in-
ise is investigated and is represented with an all-pole
. The all-pole modeling across different cars but using
hanged model is examined as well. Using the inverse
f the all-pole model, most energy of in-car noise can
oved so as to improve the SNR of received signal.
s of the method of wave form filtering, a summation
er frequency band energies is proposed to represent

peech energy. The spectral summation can be
ented easily with the feature extraction of MFCCs.

aluate the proposed schemes, an experiment of
e name recognition is conducted. The test data of in-
eech is consisted of two parts; one is generated
ally accounting for different types of car with various
levels, and the other is collected in a real car cabin.
s, a test of clean speech is included as well. As shown
 experimental results, the proposed schemes can
e the recognition accuracy significantly in all the test

ions.

is paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
gate the spectral properties of the in-car noise. In
 3, the improvement on the speech recognition is
strated by the experimental results and a brief
sion is given as well. Finally, a conclusion is given in
 4.

ergy contour extraction from high-passed
signal

fluence of in-car noise on speech energy

stortion of in-car speech can be expressed as a wave
ddition of the speech signal x[n] and in-car noise w[n]
retically, i.e.
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 N is the sample number of a frame. Assuming that the
is un-correlated with the speech signal, the energy of
isy speech can be approximated by

)()()( tEtEtE wxy �� .            (3)

lta parameters of the log converted energy, which are
proximations of the time derivatives, can be defined as
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where L is the extent range from current frame and
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for most t, the energy contour will be dominated by the noise,

hence )()( tEtE wy ���  and )()( 22 tEtE wy ��� . In such

situation, the parameters are irrelevant to the speech signal
and their ability for pattern classification will become
poorer.

A power spectrum analysis of the in-car noise Civic,
selected from the NTT-AT database [7], is depicted in
Figure 1. From which, it can be observed that the major
energy of the noise is concentrated in the lower frequency
bands. In addition, the bandwidth of the spectral peak is
narrow. For example, as shown in Figure 1, the spectral
energies of the frequencies above 400 Hz are 20 dB smaller
than the peak energy. Thus, when a speech signal is
distorted by the noise, the SNR in the lower frequency band
will be much lower than that in the other band. In other
words, if the noisy signal is put through a high-pass filter,
the filtered signal will be dominated by the high-passed
speech signal because of the higher SNR in this band.
Therefore, the delta energy obtained from the high-passed
signal will be more reliable than those obtained from the full
band signal. Hence, the recognition accuracy of in-car
speech can be improved with the energy contour extraction.
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Figure 1, Power spectrum of in-car noise Civic and its
spectral response of all-pole modeling, in which the broken
line, solid line, and doted line are for LP order 1, 2, and 4,
respectively.
    

2.2. Efficient high-pass filtering

There are two methods proposed to implement the high-pass
filtering in this study; one is using an inverse filter of all-
pole model and the other is a summation of higher frequency
band energies. The spectral response of all-pole modeling of
the in-car noise Civic is depicted in Fig.1 as well. The model
parameters are estimated from a 1-sec noise sample using
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the all-pole model is quite adequate when its order is
r than 2. In addition, the spectral response is like a
ss filtering. Therefore, the inverse of the all-pole

 will be approximately a high-pass filter response.
ing the inverse filtering on the in-car speech, the sub-
ignal that is seriously distorted by the noise will be
ed efficiently because of the lower order of the filter.

ce the main sources of the in-car noise are the same
 cars, i.e. the tire, engine, and wind, we are interested
w whether the inverse filter obtained from one car is
te for other types of car. For the purpose, the

ess of the all-pole modeling across different types of
 checked by the energy ratio of predictive residual to
l signal. Seven in-car noises, also selected from the
T database, are put through the inverse filter of the

e model of the Civic to compute the ratio, respectively.
wn in Table 1, the ratios in most cases are smaller

% for the LP order greater than 1. It is interesting to
at the minimum ratio is not generated by the in-type
g: for instance, filtering the noises of Benz, Explore,
 and Rover with LP order 2 produce smaller predictive
al ratio than the in-type filtering of Civic. In the case
ault, however, the ratio becomes larger when the LP
is set a greater value. The different results from the
tch modeling may be caused by the bandwidth. The
th a wider bandwidth than that of the Civic noise will
e a larger predictive residual ratio because some
of the noise are outside the stop band. Though the
tch modeling may occur, there still keeps the ratio
 4% in the worst case.

Benz Camry Civic Explore Punto Renault Rover

0.44 0.73 1.40 0.16 0.99 1.81 0.55

0.06 0.64 0.63 0.04 0.31 2.35 0.19

0.05 1.04 0.53 0.03 0.32 4.05 0.16

1, Energy ratio (in %) of predictive residual to
l signal for various types of car with a fixed LP filter

ic.
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, Wave form of noisy speech recorded through a
hone placed in the sun visor when the car is cruising
m/hr.

addition to the closeness measure, a practical example
the inverse filtering is given as follow. The original
that was recorded in a car cruising at 90 km/hr is

ed in Figure 2. In this example, the shape of the



speech signal is totally merged in the car noise. The energy
contour of the original and two inverse filtered signals are
depicted in Figure 3. As shown in this figure, it is easy to
detect the speech energy variation in which one is with the
inverse filtering, while it is hard to do so in the original one.
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Figure 3, Log energy contours of the noisy speech in Figure
2 and its filtered versions, where solid line is of the original
signal, broken line and dotted line are those with the
filtering of LP order 2 and 4, respectively.

In the second approach, the frequency band energies can
be obtained by the filter bank analysis in the computation of
MFCCs [8]. According to the power spectrum depicted in
Figure 1, those filter bands with center frequencies greater
than 400 Hz are selected for the summation in this study.

3. Experiments on speech recognition

3.1. Experimental Setting and speech database

A recognition task of Chinese person name is conducted to
evaluate the performance with the delta energy parameters
obtained from the high-passed signal. The recognition object
is a list of 1071 person names. An isolated speech recognizer
with continuous density hidden Markov models (HMMs) is
adopted. Each Chinese name is represented as a connection
of sub-syllable HMMs, in which a Chinese syllable is
expressed as an initial part of 2 states followed by a final
part of 4 states. The observation function is a mixture of 8
Gaussian densities for each state of speech, while the
mixture number is 64 for the silence state to account for the
amount of training data. The training data is the DB4 of the
MAT database [9], which is a set of short sentences and is
recorded through telephone by about 2000 persons.

The experiments are performed with two test sets; one is
a clean speech data and the other is an in-car noisy speech
data. The test data of clean speech is collected from 18
males and 11 females using a desk top microphone in a quiet
room. Each person was asked to utter 120 person names in
Chinese and each name consists of 3 or 2 monosyllables.
The test set of noisy speech can be further classified into two
parts; one is artificially generated by wave form combination
and the other is collected in a real car. The artificial one is
prepared by combining the pre-scribed clean test data with
an in-car noise selected from the NTT-AT database. The
selected noise are recorded within three types of car
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ions; stop with engine idling (denoted by 0 km/hr),
g in speed of 50 km/hr and 90 km/hr. Each person
ked to utter 20, 30, and 40 name items for 0 km/hr, 50
 and 90 km/hr, respectively.

l the speech signals are sampled in 8kHz and are
ed by 16-bit linear PCM. The length of an analysis
is 30 mS. with an overlap of 15 mS. The feature

tion in this work, as depicted in Fig. 3, is consisted of
arts; one is for mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients
Cs) based features and the other is for frame energy
features. In the MFCC extraction, there is a 24-filter
o band-pass filter the magnitude spectrum of input
 The truncated mel-cepstrum of lower 12 coefficients
btracted with the cepstral average across the whole
ce and are adopted as the static features. A delta

ion across 5 frames (i.e., L=2 in equation 4) is
ed to obtain their dynamic features. The experiment
e frame energy computed after the inverae filtering is
d by ‘LPE(p)’, where p is the filter order. The one
t the filtering to compute the energy is denoted by
short for conventional energy). In our experiments, the
e filter is obtained from the in-car noise of Civic and
 is unchanged no matter the test speech is either clean
taminated with other types of in-car noise. In each
 extraction of the experiment, a matched energy
tation scheme is applied on both the training data and
sting set. An experiment using a feature vector
ing the delta and the delta-delta log energy, denoted
 d_logE’, is performed to demonstrate the gain from
 of the energy based parameters. The second method,
d by ‘HFBE’, is performed with the summation of
and energies which are in the range from band 6 to
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xperimental results and discussions

perimental results in recognition accuracy are given
le 2, 3, and 4. In the test of clean speech, there at least
ses 2.5% in recognition rate by including the delta
 parameters to the feature vector. As shown in row 1
of Table 3, however, the inclusion of the delta energy
ed from the full band signal obviously degrades the
mance of in-car speech recognition. This result shows



that the distorted energy contour strongly degrades the
recognition accuracy. The improvement by either proposed
scheme of energy extraction is quite significant. In the in-
type filtering, i.e. in the case of Civic noise, the filtering
with higher order may produce a better recognition rate. But
such trend is not hold in the test of other cars. Thought the
fixed filtering may be not optimal across the cars, the
method still provides a significant improvement in the test.

It is also noted that the proposed methods can provide
better recognition rate of the clean speech as well as the in-
car speech. According to the spectrum of the all-pole model,
as depicted in Figure 1, the inverse filtering is similar to the
pre-emphasis that is applied to compensate the spectral tilt
of speech signal. The pre-emphasis was a prevailing
approach to improve the ASR before the cepstral mean
normalization (CMN) was invented. The CMN is proposed
to equalize the channel effects which are brought by
different transmission media of input speech. If the CMN is
included in the cepstral feature extraction, the pre-emphasis
will be equalized by the CMN because the pre-emphasis
itself is one cepstral bias. Thus, the energy contour from the
inverse filtered signal is contributed by the spectral tilt
compensated signal. Due to the good capability for pattern
classification by using the pre-emphasis, it may explain why
the energy contour of the inverse filtered signal is much
better than the conventional one for the recognition of clean
speech.

Clean

No d_logE 93.5

CE 96.0

LPE(1) 96.2

LPE(2) 96.3

LPE(4) 96.6

HFBE 96.8

Table 2, Recognition accuracy (in %) of clean speech

Highway Civic Rover Renault

6dB 0dB -6dB 6dB 0dB -6dB 6dB 0dB -6dB
No d_logE 90.5 79.0 54.3 92.8 87.1 71.7 91.8 83.8 61.3

CE 89.3 76.1 49.7 91.8 83.9 65.7 91.3 80.8 54.8

LPE(1) 92.1 80.0 56.5 95.2 91.5 81.4 93.6 85.0 62.3

LPE(2) 92.5 81.4 58.5 95.1 89.2 75.9 93.3 85.1 62.4

LPE(4) 92.5 81.8 59.1 94.9 89.5 76.7 93.7 84.3 62.3

HFBE 92.3 80.7 56.9 94.8 89.2 74.1 93.3 84.9 61.6

Table 3, Recognition accuracy (in %) of noisy speech which
is artificially generated with the in-car noise of highway.

0 km/hr 50 km/hr 90 km/hr

No d_logE 86.7 55.9 38.7

CE 89.3 54.2 36.5

LPE(1) 89.8 61.6 45.1

LPE(2) 89.8 65.3 44.3

LPE(4) 90.8 64.0 46.5

HFBE 90.3 65.3 47.4

Table 4, Recognition accuracy (in %) of noisy speech
collected in a real car cabin.
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4. Conclusion

lta energy parameters are critical features for ASR.
t may cause degradation on the in-car speech
ition, if the parameters are computed from a distorted
 contour. To retain the discriminative ability of the
energy, the received signal is high-pass filtered to
 an energy contour in higher SNR. There are two
nt methods to implement the high-pass filtering, one
g an inverse filter of all-pole model and the other is a
ation of higher frequency band energies. As shown in
periments, both methods can provide a significant
ement on the recognition accuracy for in-car speech

ean speech.
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